
Name:
Coffee Puro Fairtr esp beans 250g fuerte
SKU:
501439
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*250G
Description:
Puro Fuerte is a strong, dark roast espresso coffee with a long-lasting
aftertaste. For lovers of a rich espresso. Puro Fairtrade Coffee is made from
100% Fairtrade certified espresso beans. <br>Origins: Uganda, Honduras,
Colombia.  <br/>Every pack of Puro coffee proudly carries the Fairtrade label,
the guarantee that the coffee farmers get a fair price for their coffee beans.
With every cup of Puro coffee you drink, you also protect a piece of
endangered rainforest. Since 2016, all CO2 emissions from producing Puro
coffee have been offset.

Name:
Coffee Puro Fairtrade organic beans 250g
SKU:
501379
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*250G
Description:
Puro Organic is a balanced coffee of organic farming with a hint of acidity and
nuances of chocolate. A mild coffee with a full taste. Puro Fairtrade Coffee is
composed of 100% Fairtrade certified espresso beans. <br>Origins: Peru,
Honduras.  <br/>Every pack of Puro coffee proudly carries the Fairtrade label,
the guarantee that the coffee farmers get a fair price for their coffee beans.
With every cup of Puro coffee you drink, you also protect a piece of
endangered rainforest. Since 2016, all CO2 emissions from producing Puro
coffee have been offset.

Name:
Gift pack Puro F/T org beans 4x250g +cup
SKU:
525293
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*1000G
Description:
Looking for the perfect gift for every coffee lover (or a treat for yourself)?
<br>Discover Puro Fairtrade coffee in this cute gift box! The matching cup will
make your Puro coffee moment complete.<br>This gift box contains:<br>4 x
PURO FAIRTRADE ORGANIC BEANS 250 gr.<br>1 x PURO CUP 17
CL<br>1 x PURO OVAL SAUCER <p style="color:white;">xyz</p>



Name:
Coffee Puro Fairtrade decaf beans 250g
SKU:
501449
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*250G
Description:
Puro Decaf is a coffee of high quality with fruity accents and hints of nutmeg.
This fine blend without caffeine is roasted in a artisan process which
contributes to a unique flavour. Puro Fairtrade Coffee is composed of 100%
Fairtrade certified espresso beans. <br>Origins: Mexico. <br/>Every pack of
Puro coffee proudly carries the Fairtrade label, the guarantee that the coffee
farmers get a fair price for their coffee beans. With every cup of Puro coffee
you drink, you also protect a piece of endangered rainforest. Since 2016, all
CO2 emissions from producing Puro coffee have been offset.

Name:
Coffee Puro Fairtrade beans 250g noble
SKU:
501374
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*250G
Description:
Puro Noble is a flavourful, strong blend of espresso with a smooth texture and
an enjoyable acidity. The Arabica beans, grown at high altitude have a mild
and floral taste. The addition of premium Robusta beans gives the coffee an
undertone of dark chocolate. A fine blend that can be used in all sorts of
ways. Puro Fairtrade Coffee is made from 100% Fairtrade certified espresso
beans. <br>Origins: Uganda, Honduras, Colombia, Peru. <br/><br>Every
pack of Puro coffee proudly carries the Fairtrade label, the guarantee that the
coffee farmers get a fair price for their coffee beans. With every cup of Puro
coffee you drink, you also protect a piece of endangered rainforest. Since
2016, all CO2 emissions from producing Puro coffee have been offset.

Name:
Gift pack Puro F/T org beans 4x250g +can
SKU:
525292
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*1000G
Description:
Looking for the perfect gift for every coffee lover (or a treat for yourself)?
<br>Discover Puro Fairtrade coffee in this fun gift box! Thanks to the
matching storage tin, your coffee will be perfectly preserved. <br>This gift box
contains:<br>4 x PURO FAIRTRADE ORGANIC BEANS 250 gr.<br>1 x
PURO STORAGE TIN (colour of the lid may vary) <p
style="color:white;">xyz</p>



Name:
Tasting pack Puro Fairtrade beans
SKU:
525296
Sales Unit:
Pack
Net Content:
1*1000G
Description:
Discover all Puro blends in this beautiful Fairtrade discovery pack!
<br>Contents:<br>1 x PURO FAIRTRADE BEANS NOBLE 250 gr.<br>1 x
PURO FAIRTRADE BEANS FUERTE 250 gr.<br>1 x PURO FAIRTRADE
BEANS ORGANIC 250 gr.<br>1 x PURO FAIRTRADE BEANS DECAF 250
gr.

Name:
Gift pack Puro F/T beans 4x250g + cup
SKU:
525265
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*1000G
Description:
Looking for the perfect gift for every coffee lover (or a treat for yourself)?
<br>Discover Puro Fairtrade coffee in this cute gift box! The matching cup will
make your Puro coffee moment complete.<br>This gift box contains:<br>4 x
PURO FAIRTRADE NOBLE BEANS 250 gr.<br>1 x PURO CUP 17 CL<br>1
x PURO OVAL SAUCER<br><p style="color:white;">xyz</p

Name:
Gift pack Puro F/T beans 4x250g + can
SKU:
525278
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*1000G
Description:
Looking for the perfect gift for every coffee lover (or a treat for yourself)?
<br>Discover Puro Fairtrade coffee in this fun gift box! Thanks to the
matching storage tin, your coffee will be perfectly preserved. <br>This gift box
contains:<br>4 x PURO FAIRTRADE NOBLE BEANS 250 gr.<br>1 x PURO
STORAGE TIN (colour of the lid may vary) <p style="color:white;">xyz</p>

Name:
COFFEE PURO FAIRTRADE BEANS 1KG FUERTE
SKU:
501399
Sales Unit:
Carton
Net Content:
9*1KG
Description:
A strong, dark roasted espresso; full-bodied with a longer finish. For
enthusiasts of espresso with lots of character and flavour. Puro Fairtrade
Coffee is composed of 100% Fairtrade certified espresso beans. <br>
Origins: Uganda, Honduras, Peru and Colombia



Name:
COFFEE PURO FAIRTRADE ORGANIC BEANS 1kg
SKU:
501377
Sales Unit:
Carton
Net Content:
9*1KG
Description:
A balanced coffee of organic farming, with a hint of acidity and nuances of
chocolate. A mild coffee with a full taste. Puro Fairtrade Coffee is composed
of 100% Fairtrade certified espresso beans. <br> Origins: Peru and Honduras

Name:
COFFEE PURO FAIRTRADE BEANS 1kg FINO
SKU:
501671
Sales Unit:
Carton
Net Content:
9*1KG
Description:
A strong and aromatic espresso with a smooth texture and an enjoyable
acidity. The hints of fruit and citrus and the spicy undertones give a complex
and well-balanced taste. This blend is artisan roasted and composed of 100%
Arabica beans, Fairtrade certified. Origins: Peru, Honduras, Colombia.

Name:
COFFEE PURO FAIRTRADE BEANS 1kg NOBLE
SKU:
501372
Sales Unit:
Carton
Net Content:
9*1KG
Description:
A flavourful, strong blend of espresso with a smooth texture and an enjoyable
acidity. Puro Fairtrade Coffee is composed of 100% Fairtrade certified
espresso beans. <br> Origins: Uganda, Honduras, Colombia and Peru The
complex character of this blend comes from the mild and smooth yet floral
high grown Arabicas skillfully blended for a perfect balance of flavour.
Through the addition of the premium Robusta, a hint of dark chocolate is
injected into the cup thus ensuring this blend works well in all situations.

Name:
COFFEE PURO F/T ORG BEAN 1kg ORIGEN HOND
SKU:
501670
Sales Unit:
Carton
Net Content:
9*1KG
Description:
A unique 100% Arabica coffee that many coffee enthusiasts will enjoy, thanks
to its complex character. The fruity, citrus nuances in combination with spicy
undertones give the full, well balanced flavour to this coffee. Made from 100%
Arabica beans from Honduras that are biological and Fairtrade. <br> Origin:
Honduras



Name:
COF PURO PANOS F/T 100% AR BEANS 1kg
SKU:
501681
Sales Unit:
Carton
Net Content:
6*1000G
Description:

Name:
COFFEE PURO FAIRTRADE DECAF BEANS 1kg
SKU:
501664
Sales Unit:
Carton
Net Content:
9*1KG
Description:
A coffee of high quality, with fruity accents and hints of nutmeg. This fine
blend without caffeine is roasted in a artisan process, which contributes to a
unique flavour. Puro Fairtrade Coffee is composed of 100% Fairtrade certified
espresso beans. <br> Origins: Mexico


